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COURTS
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HIGHWAYS AND ROADS


HISTORIC BUILDINGS


INSECTS
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LEGISLATURE


HIGHER EDUCATION IN NEBRASKA LR174 TASK FORCE. Legislative Committee/Ad Hoc and Special Committees. 2003. OCLC # 53921712. L3790B052-2003.


NEBRASKA PRESS-SELECTED NEW RELEASES


NUTRITION


PLANT DISEASES


RETIREMENT


RURAL DEVELOPMENT


SCIENCE


STATE GOVERNMENT


STATISTICAL INFORMATION


TAXES AND REVENUE


REPORT TO ECONOMIC FORECASTING ADVISORY BOARD. Department of Revenue. 2003. 57 p. R5000B009-2003/05(1-1).


TRAVEL AND TOURISM


WATER


WEEDS


WILDLIFE


WOMEN


WORKER’S COMPENSATION


POTPOURRI


NEBRASKA GRADED EGG ACT AND RULES AND REGULATIONS. Department of Agriculture. 2003. 17 p. OCLC # 5383655.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF STATE GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


HIGHER EDUCATION IN NEBRASKA LR174 TASK FORCE. Legislative Committee/Ad Hoc and Special Committees. 2003. OCLC # 53921712. L3790B052-2003.


PROFILES OF SERVICES TO STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES. Southeast Community College. 2001. 29 p. OCLC # 52260527. C6320B008-2001/02.


REPORT TO ECONOMIC FORECASTING ADVISORY BOARD. Department of Revenue. 2003. 57 p. R5000B009-2003/05(1-1).


REVISED STATUTES OF NEBRASKA. Revisor of Statutes. 2001. 1152 p. L3500Q001-201(v.6).


SUPPLEMENTAL WASTE MANUAL FOR LABS, PRINT, AND PHOTO SHOPS, TERRACON
R6000H047-2002.

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM, FISCAL YEARS 2003-2008 AND BEYOND. Department of

SURVIVING CONQUEST, A HISTORY OF THE YAVAPAI PEOPLES. By Timothy Braatz. University of
U5001T945-2003.


TAXES AND SPENDING IN NEBRASKA, A PRESENTATION OF THE NEBRASKA STATE AND
LOCAL REVENUE AND SPENDING SYSTEM. Legislative Committee/Revenue. 2003. OCLC # 51615457.
L3770B022-2003.

THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE, MILITARY INSTITUTIONS AND NEW REALITIES, 1918-1941.

THE COURTS OF NEBRASKA 2002, ANNUAL CASELOAD REPORT. Supreme Court. 2002. 33 p. OCLC #

THE CURSE OF AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL ABUNDANCE, A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION. By

THE DEFINITIVE JOURNALS OF LEWIS AND CLARK, JOHN ORDWAY AND CHARLES FLOYD,

THE DEFINITIVE JOURNALS OF LEWIS AND CLARK, PATRICK GLASS, VOLUME 10. Edited by

THE DEFINITIVE JOURNALS OF LEWIS AND CLARK, JOSEPH WHITEHOUSE, VOLUME 11. Edited


THE FIFTH WORLD OF FORSTER BENNETT, PORTRAIT OF A NAVAJO. By Vincent Crapanzano.
University of Nebraska Press. 2003. Available from Nebraska Press for $15.95 (paperback). 256 p. OCLC #

U2375X001.0004-1998.


All items may be borrowed directly from the Nebraska Library Commission, Reference Department or through Interlibrary Loan.